AEDs are FDA-regulated medical devices approved for use by non-medically trained lay people to treat sudden cardiac
arrest. AED owners are responsible for ensuring these life-saving devices are ready to work every time they are needed. But
ensuring readiness can be a real challenge for organizations of any size.
Yes, AEDs perform periodic self-tests of internal components, and all AEDs have visual status indicators that alert owners if
there's a problem with the device's readiness. But regularly checking for these indications, and keeping track of the various
expiration dates of each AED's batteries and pads, are all in human hands. And humans have a lot on their hands already. But
now, there's AED Sentinel, a remote AED monitoring system built for every AED program.
Today's reliance on human AED inspectors results in a high rate of non-compliance, meaning large numbers of AEDs go
uninspected or poorly maintained for long periods of time. This leads to an increased risk of AED failure, avoidable sudden
cardiac death and lawsuits. And, of course, there are direct and indirect costs associated with pulling valuable employees
away from their primary jobs to perform these checks. AED Sentinel eliminates the burden and cost of human inspections, and
reduces the risk and consequences of AED failure.
The best automated solution to ensure readiness: Instantly increase your inspection frequency from (maybe) once per
month to daily checks, with 24/7 automated monitoring of your AEDs and accessories.
Cost-effective compliance: Free up your valuable employees and reduce your AED lawsuit risk with one modest
investment. AED Sentinel helps ensure compliance with all AED inspection requirements. So no matter what brand of
AEDs you have, you can rest assured you're covered.
True ease of ownership: Eliminate both the burden and cost of human inspectors, making your AED program truly
reliable and giving you peace of mind that your AEDs will be ready every time.
A healthy ROI: The investment you make in AED Sentinel provides the ultimate return. We deliver on the promise of your
AED program by ensuring your devices are always ready when you need them.

About AED Sentinel
AED Sentinel is a technology-based remote AED monitoring system, designed and built by the leading authority in AED
program compliance, to provide the ultimate in ease of AED ownership and management. It is thoughtfully designed to
provide an uncomplicated solution to a complicated problem, enabling AED program managers to quickly self-install and
foolproof their AED programs in minutes. AED Sentinel uses internet-connected hardware, along with an associated software
platform and an intuitive user dashboard for monitoring, alerts and reporting. And it works with all current AED makes and
models installed in wall-mounted cabinets.

Features and Benefits
Installation: Easy installation and activation allows AED owners to quickly set up and start monitoring.
Alerts: 24/7 automated monitoring alerts you to:
 AED cabinet door open
 AED ready or service required
 AED batteries and pads within useful life or require replacement
Reporting: Review, download and/or share program performance reports:
 Access digital documentation of all monitoring results and status check logs in the user-friendly AED Sentinel Manager
 Show Legal/Compliance how AED Sentinel helps ensure compliance with AED inspection standards, AED laws and
manufacturer guidelines
Technology & Integration:
 No fixed power source required - hardware uses regular, off-the-shelf batteries that are easily replaced
 Data transmitted via cellular network, completely independent of your network, so no need to bother the IT team or
struggle with complicated Wi-Fi setup challenges
 Enables data integration with third-party AED program asset tracking systems

Pricing
An AED program you can truly rely on is the ultimate return on investment. AED Sentinel delivers on peace of mind, so you can
rest assured that the time and money you've already invested in your AED program has your organization ever-ready. And AED
Sentinel eliminates the cost of human inspectors, giving you back the time of your valuable employees. A low annual AED
Sentinel services fee (with an option to pay monthly) includes hardware, a three-year hardware warranty and monitoring
services so you're all set.

About Readiness Systems
AED Sentinel is brought to you by Readiness Systems, your AED program expert. We wrote the national AED Program Design
Guidelines that define industry standards, and now we bring technology-based services and solutions to help organizations of
all sizes with their AED program readiness and compliance. To learn more, visit aedsentinel.com.

Contact us or your authorized AED Sentinel distributor today to ensure your AEDs are always ready.
Authorized AED Sentinel distributor:

(855) 291-9100
info@aedsentinel.com
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